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AUTOMATIC X4 and X4 Boost
AUTOMATIC X models are the most technically advanced and uniquely easy-to-use vacuum cleaners in the world! The X4
and X4 Boost feature 12-inch power heads and truly automatic height adjustment! An electronic controller measures the
resistance of the spinning brush roller against the floor surface and then signals up or down adjustments, to ensure optimal
performance on both carpets and hard floors. The user is also alerted to clogs, a worn brush, or a full bag, and the vacuum
automatically shuts off when brush obstructions occur to protect the motor and belts from damage. SEBO’s X also has an
instant-use cleaning wand and suction hose, a lifetime belt warranty, tool-free brush roller removal, a 40-foot power cord,
three on-board attachments, and excellent pet hair removal.
The X4 Boost model differs from the regular AUTOMATIC X4 because it offers a choice between two modes of brush roller
aggressiveness! The default setting is perfect for most flooring types, but by pressing the Boost Button located on the power
head, the spinning brush roller is allowed to attain greater resistance against the floor surface before upward height
adjustments are made, which causes deeper brush action on carpets and rugs. For users who like automatic height
adjustment but may want more aggressive brush agitation from time to time, the X4 Boost is the solution!

AUTOMATIC X4
Black
#9501AM

Low, 5.5-inch Profile – Lower the handle flat to
the floor to clean under beds or lower it to the
intermediate stop position to
maneuver over rugs. Depress
the foot pedal again to bypass
the intermediate stop position,
or close this position by moving
the orange, handle-position
slider to the right.

Three On-board Tools
are Included with All
AUTOMATIC X models.

Available
In-store Only
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AUTOMATIC X4 Boost
Red
#90505AM

Instant-use Wand and Suction Hose – The
integrated, instant-use wand and suction
hose are always ready. Just pull out either
tool to clean hard-to-reach corners, edges,
and crevices. The wand and hose together
have an eight-foot reach. The suction hose is
ideal for cleaning furniture. And an optional
nine-foot extension hose is available, which
creates a total hose length of 15 feet . . .
perfect for cleaning stairs. Choose from a
range of optional attachments that can be
fitted to the wand or hose!
Three-step Filtration – It features an S-class
pre-motor microfilter, a three-layer AeraPure™
bag, an exhaust filter, and a tightly sealed
casing, which prevents dirty air from escaping
through its seams.
AUTOMATIC X4 Boost
White
#90506AM

AUTOMATIC X4
White
#9570AM

Worn Brush Light. Easy Brush Removal and Cleaning – When
the brush roller’s bristles are worn to a point that brush
agitation is less effective, the red “check brush” warning
light remains illuminated during use.
(The vacuum continues to operate; it will
not automatically shut off.) When
needed, installing a new brush roller or
cleaning hair or other debris from a used
brush is quick and easy, and no tools are
required!
Stationary Use Light – When the vacuum is stationary in its
upright, handle-locked position, the power head adjusts
upward to the height necessary (or to its highest possible
level) to disengage the spinning brush roller from the floor.
However, if the brush remains in contact with carpet fibers,
despite the power head’s upward adjustment, the red
“check brush” warning light flashes to alert the user to
avoid potential carpet marking from excessive use time in a
stationary position. Usually, very high-pile carpets cause
this situation, or the vacuum is tilted forward, toward the
brush roller, while using the cleaning wand and/or hose.
The solution is to tilt the locked, upright handle backward,
such that the brush is raised above the carpet pile.
Full Bag or Clog Light with Automatic Shut Off – When a full
bag, a clog in the airflow pathway, or an excessively dirty
microfilter is detected, the red “bag full or clog” warning
light illuminates, and the vacuum automatically shuts off
after 30 seconds. This feature prevents overheating and
motor damage from a lack of adequate airflow.
Combination Carrying Handle with Rotating Cord Hook –
It’s easy to carry the vacuum or quickly
unwind the cord, using its unique
handle with integrated, rotating cord
hook.

Forty-foot Cord – A 40-foot power cord saves time, by
reducing the number of electrical outlet changes needed
during use.
One-sided Edge Cleaning – The AUTOMATIC X4 is 12 inches
wide, with a cleaning path of 10.5 inches and one-sided
edge cleaning.
Protective, Rubber-coated Wheels – Its wheels protect all
floor surfaces and provide smooth maneuverability.
Easy Maintenance – The clog removal
door, replaceable brush roller, and
“sealing strip” are easy to access.
Soft-start Feature – The vacuum’s
gradual power-up extends motor life.

Included
AUTOMATIC X4
and X4 Boost

Brush Obstruction Light with Automatic Shut Off – If an
obstruction jams the brush roller, the
red “check brush” warning light flashes
quickly, the brush roller immediately
stops spinning, and the vacuum shuts
off. This feature prevents the belts from
breaking and protects the motor and
carpet from damage.

Lifetime Belt Warranty – The AUTOMATIC X’s heavy-duty,
geared belts should last the life of the machine!

Optional
Three-piece Kit

Brush Adjustment Indicator Lights – Two
green lights, one for “up” and one for
“down,” illuminate to indicate when the
power head is adjusting the brush
height to the proper cleaning level. Optimal cleaning
effectiveness occurs when both lights are off.

Three On-board, Full-size Tools. Large Filter Bag – The
vacuum includes a crevice tool, dusting brush, upholstery
nozzle, and a large 1.4-gallon filter bag. Also, many
optional accessories are available.

Additional
Options

Automatic Height Adjustment: From Hard Floors to Carpets –
The electronic controller adjusts the
power head up or down to the
appropriate brush height, providing
optimal cleaning of both carpets and
hard floors. The “sealing strip,” located
behind the brush, improves hard floor
performance by channeling the airflow
upward and preventing debris kickback.

Attachments
Dusting Brush
with Horsehair
Bristles
#1387GS

Crevice Nozzle
#1092GS

Upholstery Nozzle
#1491GS

Color Exceptions: X4 Black - Crevice Nozzle #1092SW & Upholstery Nozzle #1491SW

22” Extension Wand*
#1084GS
9’ 2” Extension Hose*
#1495AM

Parquet Brush*
#1359GS

*All three items are available individually or
as a three-piece attachment kit, #1991AM.

24” Crevice Nozzle
#1093JV

Radiator Brush Flat Upholstery Wall and Floor Brush Hand-held Turbo
#1496GS
Nozzle #1090HG
#1325GS
Brush #6179ER
Dusting Brush,
Large Opening
#1094GS

Dusting Brush,
Nylon Bristles
#1329GS

Bags, Filters, Accessories and Wear Items
8 AeraPure™
Bags**
#5093AM

Pre-motor
S-class
Microfilter**
#5036AM

Service
Box
Exhaust Filter**
#5828AM
#5143
Sealing Strip**
12” #5400-1

Pre-motor
Anti-odor
Microfilter
#5425AM

HEPA
Service Box
#5827AM

Pre-motor
HEPA
Microfilter
#5812ER

HEPA Service
Box contains
8 Bags, an Exhaust Filter, and
a
Pre-motor HEPA
Microfilter

**All four items are also available as a
Service Box containing 8 Bags, an Exhaust Filter, a Pre-motor Microfilter,
and a Sealing Strip.

SEBO
FRESH
1 Pkg. of 5
#0496AM

12” Brush Roller
#5010AM

12” Brush Roller
(Soft Bristle)
#5010GE

STANDARD FEATURES OF SEBO VACUUM CLEANERS

Reliable, Commercial-grade Components – All SEBO
vacuums are constructed with thick, reinforced, ABS
plastic, aluminum and metal
parts, steel axles and bearings,
and high-end, quality motors.
Therefore, SEBO users own
reliable, long-lasting vacuum
cleaners. Competing vacuums
are made with thin, flimsy,
inexpensive, plastic materials,
none of which are reinforced, and typically have useful
lifespans of one or two years.

Save Money! SEBO Vacuums Last for Years and Extend
Carpet Life! – If properly maintained, SEBO vacuums
save ordinary, residential users hundreds of dollars,
by providing excellent performance for ten to fifteen
years or more, and their deep-cleaning, power-brush
technology extends the life of carpets. Typical vacuums
perform poorly, even when new, and usually do not last
beyond two years. So six or seven “disposable vacuums”
must be purchased during the average life expectancy of
just one SEBO machine.
Changing Bags is Easy and Clean – SEBO filter bags can be
changed in just a few seconds, and a hygiene cap keeps
dust sealed inside during removal and disposal.

FREE Warranty Bonus! – Only AUTHORIZED DEALERS can
offer SEBO’s FREE WARRANTY BONUS,
• 10 YE
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coverage to a total of ten-years motor,
ten-years non-wear parts, and seven years
labor! The Warranty Bonus can only be obtained via
online registration, using a dealer-supplied code, at
www.sebo.us.
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Advanced, Brush-roller Technology – SEBO’s brush rollers
are uniquely designed to funnel hair and debris into the
power head’s airflow channel, which improves vacuum
cleaning performance on
all flooring surfaces.

Standard Factory Warranty – All SEBO models include
standard factory warranty coverage of
seven-years on motors and five-years on
non-wear parts and labor charges. The
AUTOMATIC X models also offer a lifetime
belt warranty.
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Rubber Wheels and Soft Bumpers Protect Homes –
Smooth-gliding, rubber wheels
protect hard floors and provide
exceptional maneuverability.
In addition, the bumpers that
surround the power heads and
the soft AIRBELT bumpers that
surround SEBO’s canisters
protect furniture, walls, and
vacuum housings from
incurring scuffs and scratches during use.

In contrast, without bags to hold nearly all the captured
dirt, the microfilters on bagless vacuums quickly clog
from excessive dirt build-up and must be replaced often,
or a loss of suction and cleaning effectiveness will occur.
In addition, dust and other allergens become airborne
when emptying bagless dirt containers. Lastly, bagless
vacuum microfilters are expensive, usually costing more
than a multi-year supply of SEBO filter bags.

However, the FREE WARRANTY BONUS does NOT
apply to vacuum cleaners purchased from “Third-party
Websites,” such as Amazon and Walmart.com, because
they have many UNAUTHORIZED SELLERS with false,
hidden, or disguised identities, which means they have
no access to genuine replacement parts, factory-trained
technicians, and labor-cost reimbursements!
The Onyx Collection – Onyx
vacuum cleaners are only
sold in authorized stores,
but never online.
The reasons for the
Collection’s in-store
exclusivity are to
showcase and advertise
SEBO’s incredible 10/10/7
Warranty Bonus and
ensure that buyers have on-site dealer assistance with
their Bonus registrations.
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World’s Best Pet Vacuums – Because of
superior power head and brush-roller
technology, SEBO vacuums are the
world’s best for pet hair removal!

Bagged vs. Bagless . . . Bags are Better! – Top-fill, threelayer AeraPure™ Bags are an integral part of SEBO’s
filtration system because they hold virtually all the dirt
captured by the vacuum, which
improves the effectiveness and
useful life of the microfilters.
They also ensure continuously
strong suction because dirt enters
from the top, deposits at the
bottom, accumulates upward, and
air exits through the sides, which
allows unimpeded airflow as they fill to capacity. And they
can be tightly sealed with a hygiene cap when full, so no
dust can escape into the air during bag removal and
disposal.

10 YEAR

Designed and Manufactured in Germany – Legendary quality,
reliability and performance make SEBO vacuums the first
choice of cleaning professionals throughout the world.

